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APRIL 1939

“Clinging to a tiny platform 600
feet in the air puts a big strain on

my nerves,’says Charles A. Nelson,

a

steel inspector of the New York

Worlds Fair. His rule to ease nerve

tension: “Pause now and then

LEP UP.
LIGHT UPA
CAMEL”

THE GREAT “SPIKE AND BALL” (above right) is the theme
center of the New York World’s Fair—the Trylon and the Perisphere—7000 pieces of steel joined by a quarter of a million

rivets. It’s the trying job of Inspector Nelson to check these two
huge shells at every vital point. He says: “I’ve got to know every
inch of that steelwork. It’s a nerve-straining job, hanging onto

girders hundreds of feet up, but I can’t afford to get jittery. I
have to sidestep nerve tension. It’s my rule to ease off occasionally—to let up—light up a Camel.” (Notes on the two structures
LIKE SO MANY OTHERS at the New York World’s

Fair, Charley Nelson makes it a rule to break the
nervous tension of crowded days by pausing every
now and then to let up—light up a Camel. Observe,
on your visit to New York’s greatest exposition,
how smoothly everything goes. Also note how many
people you see smoking Camels. There are dozens
of sights at the New York World’s Fair—but don’t
spoil the fun by letting your nerves get fagged.
Pause now and then—let up—light up a Camel—
the cigarette for mildness, rich taste—and comfort!

above: The great ball will appear to be supported by fountains

concealing the concrete foundation pillars. At night, the ball
will seem to rotate—an illusion to be created by lighting effects.
The towering Trylon will be the Fair’s broadcasting tower.)
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300 FENCING MATCHES and exhibitions are credited to Rosemary
Carver, expert with the flashing foil.

;

i

“Fencing drains the nerves,” she
says. “But I can’t take chances on being tense, jittery inthe midst of
a fast

parry or lunge. Through the day I
rest my nerves—I let up—light upa
Camel. I find Camels soothing, comforting. And Camels taste so good!”

EDDIE CANTOR—Listen in to America’s
great comic personality in a riot of fun,
music, and song. On the air each Monday evening over the Columbia Network.

:30p m E. S. T., 9:30 pm C.-S. T.,

8:30 ee
p m M.S. 1T.,Ai
7:30 pam FP. S. 1.
BENNY GOODMAN—Hear the one and
only King of Swing, and the world’s

greatest swing band “goto town” in a big

Pim, 3
<3

:

way—each Tuesday evening—Columbia

Network. 9:30 pm E. S. T., 8:30 pm
C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T.
Oopyright. 1939, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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CAMELS COSTLIER TOBACCOS ARE
SOOTHING TO THE NERVES
Smoke 6 packs of Camels and find
out why they are the LARGEST-

SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA
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JOSEPH P. ENGLER

FRANK RIEGER

MILITARY BALL
APRIL 14, 1939
Continuous Dancing

Two Orchestras

FRANK C. SCHULZE

The Dayton Monument Co.
Office:

1101 Brown Street (Cor. Frank St.)

Works:

Alberta Street at Penn. Railroad

Office Phone: FUlton 1362

DAYTON, OHIO
-

9 to 12 P. M.

Tickets $1.75 Per Couple
Incorporated

Established e

1900

1878

BEFORE
You start to worry about the
FINALS have one last fling
at the

SPRING SWING
APRIL 29, 1939

THE M. HOMMEL WINE COMPANY
SANDUSKY, OHIO

CHAMPAGNES AND SPARKLING BURGUNDYS
Guaranteed Naturally Fermented in the Bottle
A FULL LINE OF SWEET AND DRY WINES
The Most Complete List of Rare Varieties in America. Sold Everywhere

Biltmore Hotel
9 to 12

For reservations call
FLORENCE SIEGLE, TA 2473
ANNE KEYES, FU 4882

}

Tickets $1.25 Per Couple

ARCHIE SHERER COMPANY
OFFICE FURNITURE — WOOD AND STEEL SAFES
STEEL SHELVING — LOCKERS
Filing Supplies and Desk Lamps
Phone FUlton 5371

+

340 SOUTH MAIN STREET

Printed by

THE BERINGER
PRINTING CO.
124 East Third Street

KOORS “29”
Always with the Boys

CARL B. KOORS

%

+

DAYTON, OHIO

The

Henry Burkhardt Packing Co.
LAUNDRY AND
HOSPITAL SUPPLIES
SOAP, SODA, STARCH,
BLUEING, PADDING
Various kinds of Cotton and
Wood Materials, Etc.
Established Forty Years Ago

The FANSHER Bros. Co.
118 W. Court St.
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Kathleen
® By Ralph Dyer

The consoling doctrine of the Divine
Indwelling is popular today largely because it is intimately associated with
that other popular doctrine, the Mystical
Body. The following essay tries to bring
home in a simple and straightforward
way, the tremendous import as well as
the charm and beauty Catholics can derive from this popular doctrine.

cool lake near the edge of the park has heard

many soft-slippered Sisters moon their spiritual
romances and coo their soft silent prayers.
There is something sublime in the thunderous
hush of St. Genevieve’s woods, something of
power, something vibrant and throbbing—like
a mighty heart resting.

All convents are exquisitely white. Floors are
most spotless,

| T was in a convent that I first met Kathleen.
She was not a nun. Nor a novice. Nor any
kind of candidate at all. She was just a very
little girl of seven with a very lovable disposition, which I might call a type of dual personality. She was something of a genius too, for
she had an infinite capacity for dispelling pain.
But I am introducing her improperly. She
is supposed to enter into this essay only in the

walls creamiest,

drapes most

simple and companionable in a convent. Corners
are swept in a convent. Flowers are cut with
perfect precision. Chapels are waxed and varnished to shiny gloss and creaking bones, and
altars are sumptiously greened and tuliped.
Nor are the angels ever forgotten. Those pretty
attendants at the throne of God and carved
custodians of the holy water font are washed
and scrubbed and polished and brightened and
burnished until angel is reduced almost to mere

very unique way in which she came to me, and
I have already introduced her. Well, I can’t

essence and washer to white exhaustion.

help it. Kathleen was just that way. Assertive
and winning. And if she wanted to pop into my

Such a convent was St. Genevieve-in-theWoods. And to this convent Father Provincial
sent me to inform Mother Superioress that a
priest of my Order would on the twenty-sixth
following, begin to entertain superioresses and
inferioresses, novices and candidates, choir sisters and lay sisters, teachers and portresses,
nuns fervent and nuns less so, with a retreat
designed to drive dejection, devilment, and the
dumps far out of the cloister doors.

story from the start I could do nothing but
relent. But even you, impetuous Kathleen, must

wait now for the cool prosaics of atmosphere
and setting, so hide yourself somewhere back
of my typewriter until I have prepared my

readers for you.
The convent of St. Genevieve-of-the-Woods

is properly named. Trees are intimately friendly
with St. Genevieve’s. Lofty oaks shade her
parks, tall poplars line her roads. The con-

vent buildings are warmly nested among cottonwood and elder. At St.

Genevieve’s too,

That is why, on an April morning I sat in the
convent parlor waiting for Mother Superioress.
Sister Portress who admitted me was more of a

wild violets and pungent lilacs blend their

butterfly than a nun. She flitted about elfishly,
offering me now a chair, then a cup of coffee,

fragrance with the odor of sanctity, and a fresh

now a piece of her charming chatter, then a
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quiet jerky smile. She was wrinkled, talkative,
and sixty.
“Sure and I think good Mother Catherine
will be beatified soon .. . Sure and haven’t we
prayed enough for her? ... Mother Superioress?
Oh! yes, a very pious woman... sensible...
quiet, smiling, sad-like ... And won’t you have
a little more sugar, Brother? ... I heard that
Hitler closed more monasteries in Austria...
Sure and he doesn’t think to kill the Catholic

religion, does he?” ... all of which would have
gone on endlessly had I not shooed her off to
get Mother Superioress. She remarked over her

shoulder that there might be some delay since
Mother Superioress was at that moment in the
Perpetual Adoration Chapel removing the dirt
from some naughty cherub’s nose. “Mother
Catherine, our foundress, did little things like
that,” Sister Portress continued still over her
shoulder, “‘so Mother Teresa does the same.”

I settled back in my chair and tried to look
as bored as possible. I have known the thrill of

incalculable volumes to those eyes, now perilously near tears. Two pools of crystal clearness
they were, two worlds of winsome wonderment,
I took out a handkerchief and began to touch
away the gathering rain.
“We...we prob’bly stumbled,’
sheremarked
laconically.

“We?” I tried desperately not to appear too
surprised, but the corners of my mouth were
twitching so much that I was very much afraid

they would betray me.
“Jesus and me.”’

“You and... Jesus?” I swallowed. I blinked
unbelievingly. I looked down into her eyes to
see if she were fooling, but there was nothing

there but pure candor.

“T went to communion just now,” she put in,
apparently surprised at my utter stupidity not
to have known that.

a nun’s laughter when she enters a parlor. I
have experienced before, the touch of her

“What is your name?”

charming, mothering individuality when she
welcomes someone. It is a principle of my

“Kathleen.”

philosophy that a disposition becomes most joyful when it is electrified, quickened and

radically stimulated out of a torpor. So I assumed with careless abandon my most unhomelike position and put on my most homespun
face. But it was not for long.

At this point I whisked away the last lingering crystal from the corner of her eye and
began frankly to admire. She was unmistakably
beautiful. She had lashes interminably long

for a lady so young. She had the habit of flashing them every time she displayed her inimit-

A vision appeared,—an angel, a very tiny
creature, dancing out of the chapel door into

able dimples,—a decidedly happy combination.

the vestibule. Tiny toes pirouetted lightly over
the hardwood.
Slender, pallid arms jerked
rhythmically in time with the feet. Louis XIV
looked down from his painting on the wall and

more to Kathleen than that which nature’s
brush had painted. Her soul was as immacu-

pronounced the dance good. Statued St. Catherine tsk tsk-ed from her corner of the parlor,
and a golden bust of the Little Flower on the
table bounced with the vibration of the fleet

fairy feet. Up the hall and down again the feet
danced,

twisting

and

spinning

all

the

time

But as I looked at her I could see that there was

late as a host,—had been so ever since the day

when a new Jordan was turned over her baby
head washing a Creed into her pure little heart
and into the deep blue sea.
Kathleen smiled as I looked at her, and I
believe she knew what I was thinking because
she tossed her pretty head to one side and gave

until . . . a mean little carpet in front of the

a delicious gurgle as though to inform me that

parlor door thrust a saucy corner across the

although she had applied the soap, it was

elfin toe, tossed the little form across the room,

actually God who had given the increase. Jesus

and deposited it unceremoniously in the rocker

was to be praised in her,—pardon, in us. Evi-

just opposite my chair. Kathleen dropped into
my life. She looked up at me penitently, and for

dently, at the moment, she and Jesus were one.

the first time I caught a glimpse of her treacherous eyes. She was a lovely child. A lady
novelist, I suppose, would dedicate four pages
to her hair, a chapter to her tiny mouth, and

“Why did you come here to go to communion?’’
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“T come here often to see my aunt.”

“Your aunt?”
“Um huh. She works here.”

I reflected then on Tony Lumkin’s candid
comment that aunts of all descriptions were
damn bad things, and disagreed heartily. The
aunt of this little lady, laundrywoman or cook,
seamstress or stenographer could be nothing
but supremely charmingly.

tion out of my bewilderment. Evidently she was
completely conscious, and conscious in a very
familiar and intimate way, of the Life glowing
and blushing within her. And who was I to
startle it with a prioris and dead logic?
Mother Superioress beamed into the room
and broke up our delightful talk. Kathleen
scuttled up to her and put her chubby hands

into the folds of her ample habit.
“Why do you dance?”
“T love it. "Specially when Jesus comes.”

“Auntie!” she said simply. And ‘Mother
stooped down to put a soft kiss on the child’s
forehead.

“But do you think Jesus likes you to dance?”
So that was it. This was Kathleen’s aunt “who
“Well, Father Bryan says that you should
thank Jesus just like you would any visitor
you love. And I used to always dance when
visitors came to our house. Don’t you think
that dancing is a very good way to thank
Jesus—if you love Him a whole lot?”
She asked it as if she thought I was very
slow and conservative not to know what was

most progressive and modern in the way of
thanksgivings. I had to confess that I had never
classified in any order, either chronologically,

worked here.”’ The nun’s face was the mirror of

her niece’s with perhaps the faintest shade of
weariness that showed me immediately that
she was a very busy woman.

There is much charm in every nun. Her face
is unlacquered beauty, her heart untainted
chasteness. She is spiritual, youthful, eternally
gay. She is carefully elusive of worldly things,
and has her soul set on heaven. She is a birdlike
chatterer, deliciously light, confidential and
feminine and gentle. She is quite versatile too,

psychologically, or diplomatically, my particu-

and can discuss with equal verve the virtues

lar methods of thanksgiving, and could hardly
be expected to give a categorical answer to her

of the Little Flower and the law of thermodynamics. She is ever little, ever peaceful, ever
soaring, ready at any moment to fly over clouds

intelligent query. “But,” I intimated, in as
casual a manner as I could assume, “perhaps

or dissolve into a shadow. Such a nun was

after I study up a bit on the subject I shall be
able to let you know.”

Mother Teresa of Our Lady’s Coronation, Kathleen’s aunt.

“T don’t think Jesus minds.” And here she
gave a little teasing laugh, tilted her head
slightly to the side and peered up wistfully,
“He’s a good Catholic.”

That afternoon I walked away from the convent into a full-blown spring sun. Curious
relationships fluttered through my mind ...
aunthood and niecehood . . nunhood and childhood ... childhood and Godhood ... “‘out of the

I dropped my jaw and stared. “‘Yes. He’s...
He’s quite a good Catholic . . . quite the best, I
think.” I muttered it a bit uncertain whether
or not St. Thomas would consider such an

. whose “aunt worked
mouths of infants” .
thanksgivings to Jesus
danced
there” ... who
.. who thought Him a good Catholic ... her

soul so pure, Christ-made ...

answer theologically sound. But I’m sure it was
for when I looked up at Kathleen she was

the only thing to say under the circumstances,

In a moment I had turned the corner, and
St. Genevieve’s, silent in repose, swam out of

tittering at me, and getting a supreme satisfac-

my ken.
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Why’s And Other Why’s
@ By James M. Darby

This age is called a scientific age, an
age that attempts to learn the causes
of pneumonia, and age that wants to
know the answer to the question “why.”
But there are certain questions that
folks of this modern age cannot answer.
Read this article and see what the questions are and why this age cannot
answer them.

if he looked for it. History testifies that such

a commonplace injunction is far from sufficient
for many tots. The rattle goes to bits. But the
noise is net found. Similarly, our moderns do
not believe the answer to their WHY when it
is given. Here the only difference is that the
mite merely sets his Dad back a dime and takes

NI EVER before has man more frequently

a little undesirable trouser slapping, whereas

and more doggedly asked WHY than
in our present age and yet never before have
his WHY’S more steadily and more thickly

the moderns threaten to set the world back a

piled up—unanswered. Furthermore, his opportunities for enlightenment are greater today
than ever before and yet they are less than
ever before. Though his million WHY’S lend a
characteristic to our age, we must admit they
hang about us as so many leaves on a barren
tree—copious but non-indicative of fruit. This is
the age of WH Y—that we cannot gainsay. But
it is not the age of the soluble WHY—that we
challenge anyone to gainsay. That it could besuch an age? Yes, more than any other.

the only difference.

Their ability to express the spirit of an age

in one little word of three letters must make
our moderns quite pleased with themselves
since they so generally are given to personifying
brevity in their dealings with the immaterial.

fe,

The tot looks quizically at his rattle, then at
his father. “NO! NO!” from the parent signifies that the child would not find the noise even

To say, however, that the WHY is peculiar to
the modern age would be obviously ridiculous.
When rational life begins to manifest itself in
a child, the world about is bombarded from
morning till night with WHY’S. (Does the spirit
of our age connote, perhaps, that folks in
modern times come to the use of reason rather
late in life?) Of course this initial flow of
WHY’S in the ordinary child’s life becomes

less turbulent as the years—sometimes only
months—multiply. Genuinely thinking men,
though, and this from the earliest times, ever
hold tight to the WHY, else there would be
stagnation in the world of “passing from the

civilization or two and to drag mankind with
them to where the “worm dieth not.” That is

Besides, it seems a hopeless case to get present day WHY addicts to admit that all their
quizzing cannot be answered here and now.
(We are prompted to accent “their” in that
sentence but the generalization inferred is suf-

ficiently valid.) Their biggest boast is their
supposed maintenance of the scientific habit

of mind, which they neatly spread as a blanket
over developed and nurtured habits unprecedentedly unscientific. Figuratively, they tug at

their own bootstraps, as Monsignor Sheen puts
it, and follow their failure to lift themselves by
legislation that they cannot be lifted. With their
rejection of the Infinite they shut themselves
out from the source material, the only true
foundation for what they seek, and then pro-

ceed to manufacture answers that satisfy immediate needs and desires. The answers remain
as long as the needs and desires remain. In this

we see not only a claim to the privilege of questioning but as well to the right of formulating
the replies to the questions posed. The outcome
is, evidently, a system of personal norms
actually not norms at all—which take the place

of Divine norms that are forthwith despised as
a child despises soap and water.
Perhaps this implies the answer to a WHY
that must often shape itself in the saner mind

known to the unknown.” Some other factor,

—“WHY do they never stop asking WHY? For

then, not accounted for among age-of-reason
reachers and genuinely thinking men, must
enter into consideration when we discuss our

the same reason, perhaps, that a person who is

moderns’ WHY’S. Precisely.
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standing looks in vain for his lap. He has got
to sit down first. So too, our moderns must recatch the true mental outlook, must lend them-

selves to well-ordered, scientific mental development.

legislate. That is the point. What he actually
does could doubtlessly be spun out into an
interesting paper all its own. Right now let us

We are aware that if a mind substitute
improper for proper cultivation it will never
consent to conviction; further, that denied culti-

conjure a bit at least as to just how he would
handle himself. As likely as not he files away
his WHY’S, as Joe unconsciously did, in mental
pigeon-holes labeled “answered” and ‘“un-

vation its simplicity will lead it on to conviction
one way or the other; and finally, that given

answered.” As his knowledge of the point at

proper cultivation its resultant ability to grasp

issue takes on, so to say, a third dimension, his

an issue or its own self-knowledge will open it

files vary. But always in such a manner that

to conviction as surely as there is a sky above
us. It has been well said that only the truly
simple and the truly wise come to an under-

the flow from one to the other is in the same
direction—from the ‘unanswered’ to the

standing of the higher things in life. Alexander

Pope views this question of proper mental development more from the standpoint of the
person fixed between the simple and the wise.

“answered.” Besides, no WHY makes the trip
except it be solved once and for all. It is more
than likely that his “unanswered” accumulation
will never run dry, for a thinker is wont to dig

even deeper and for him new problems are

“Drink deep,” he warns, “for a little learning is

constantly making their appearance. But, to

a dangerous thing.” We might add—‘“and an

return to the moderns, they are ordinarily

odious thing.’’ His words seem almost prophetic

afraid to dig deeper because their ever shifting

when, for instance, our moderns trump up their

standards make of the WHY’S already un-

“little learning’? as THE foundation for the
solving of their eternal WHY which not only

them the flow between files is constant and in

goes forever unanswered but, at each repetition, makes their modicum of knowledge an
ever more “dangerous thing.”

both directions. To the genuine thinker, meanwhile, their flaunted sincerity stands for little
more than a compound of shamelessness and
asininity.

A freshman high school lad once posed a
tremendously large and formidable WHY to his
Religion teacher. ‘‘You are not old enough to
grasp the answer to that question, John.”’ came

the reply. “Wait a few years.” John waited.
Combine the agents in this incident into one
man and you have the essence of a real thinker,
of a really scientific mind. A man who thinks
is not one who has no difficulties, who meets no

earthed a problem too gigantic to handle. For

In the by and large, though, our mutual dealings need not suffer. If an insignificant dispute
arises, as, for instance, whether the orientals do
right by wearing white at funerals and the
occidentals wrong by wearing black, we may

listen patiently. Should patience run aground,
an inquiry about the price of wheat in Russia

life as he experimentally tugs at his shoestrings

would right matters. But when the discussion
leaves the realm of the material, then patience
must give way to pity—one hundred per cent

and watches his lap slip into potentiality as he

pity. For without common ground argument is

rises from his easy chair. But he does not

an impossibility.

impasses. Far from it. He feels the absence of

SPRING BRIDE
I watched a flower bloom in virgin sod,
I saw a romance spring from love of God.
I wondered how this creature’s love might be

Completely won by Him she could not see.
I learned her secret—looked with inner eyes;

I followed closely. I, too, won the prize.

—RICHARD O’SHAUGHNESSY.
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You Bet It’s True
@ By Donald Coan
Don and Karl Schreiber took a debating
trip through the South. Don tells you
about the trip from various angles and
is
he comes to the conclusion that there
no place like home.

[

what they
HERE’S an old saying, “Is it true

led me
say about Dixie?” which has puzz
myand
for quite some time, so Karl Schriber

wer to that
self decided to discover the ans
course the fact
question for once and for all. Of
ve colleges
that we were to debate about twel

interest
on the way was incidental. Our main

us very
was in the South—and it didn’t take
of this
t
Mos
ed.
rest
long to get very inte
most
to
e
stal
and
dull
travelogue will be very
ers
lett
our
read
e
hav
of you, because you might
brag
us
d
hear
e
on the map, or you might hav
the
ng
amo
been
ging, or you might have

eprivileged few and received private corr
How
nce.
spondence during our two weeks abse

ever, the best parts of the story have never been
d
told, and I think it is about time that the luri
sed.
details of those hectic two weeks be expo

Before we could return we had to start out,
so we decided we might as well start outwith
Cincinnati. Now Cincy has always been my
favorite out-of-town town, and because I still
feel that way I suppose you can assume that we
had a good time in the Queen City. Well we
hiked all over the campus of U. C., debated in
a dorm, went to the show in the rain, and
finally managed to get out of town before we
got the flu or scarlet fever. Our usual run of
good luck had brought us to town right in the
midst of two epidemics.
We crossed the Ohio river and were in the
land of dust, dopes, and damsels—Kentucky.
Now we have nothing against Kentucky, under-

stand, but after spending about four days in

Seriously, we were very favorably impressed
with the University of Kentucky campus and
especially the new Student Union

building,

which would put a lot of hotels to shame. We
spent practically the entire day in that building
with the exception of about two hours out for
the debate before some class that wasn’t the
least bit interested in what we said or why.

That marked the first time in my collegiate
debating career that I’d ever been heckled dur-

ing a speech. The professor whose class we
debated before insisted upon monopolizing the

floor during my rebuttal speech. I let him rave
and then when I got tired of listening I asked
him a few pointed questions trying to pin him

down to a point, but he blandly refused to
answer, and so to the accompaniment of a
riveting hammer next door, we concluded the
debate in a near riot.
Center College at Danville, Kentucky, was
our host for a day and a half, and at least left
us comfortably situated so we could sleep when-

ever we wanted to. Karl and I played basketball for two hours in our stocking feet, and
when we got back to our room we had so many
blisters I thought we were going to have to
carry each other up on the platform to speak

that night.
The next stop was Asbury College at Wilmore, Kentucky. We were only there a total
of two hours so we didn’t get to see much of the

town or of the college. They were having a
Backwards Affair that night and had arranged

dates for us, but we had to politely refuse.
After the debate we had to run right down to
the railroad station and stand on the track and
wave our coats to flag a train that would take
us on an all night ride to Chattanooga,
Tennessee.
We got into Chattanooga about 3:00 a. m.,

various parts of it we reached the conclusion

got about three hours sleep in a hotel and then
pushed off on another five-hour ride to Mur-

that most of the people were slightly ‘‘queer,”’
and good times were difficult to find. The hos-

They showed us real Southern hospitality. Never

pitality of the people when they were with you

for a minute were we without something to do

freesboro, Tennessee. And now there’s a town.

was excellent, but half of the time you were

unless we asked them to let us free for a few

walking around in a fog looking for someone

hours. The debate was routine, nothing out-

who was looking for you also in a fog.

standing, but the evening was both stupendous
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and colossal. They had one of the few formal
dances of the year that night, and again they
had arranged dates for us. Well, before the
evening was over I had heard so many Southern

drawls in so many varieties that I was ready to
give up the ship and come flying back North
where a girl talks with a twang. However, the
dates were very, very nice and went out of
their way to show us a good time, and I think

they did. At least Karl seemed satisfied.
Well, leaving behind one of the battlegrounds
of the Civil War, we pushed on to Georgia,

where red soil and poor train service are the
predominant features.

We spent the week-end at Berry College and
were treated to the sight of our lives, a 33,000acre campus. The road that runs through it is
17 miles long. Can you imagine a walking date

on a campus like that? We won another decision debate there unanimously, and still again
they had dates arranged for us. I know this
must be getting boring talking about dates and
debates all the time, but I assure you we
couldn’t do a thing about it. After all we were

guests and we could hardly complain if people
treated us swell.

Tras
Following our stay at Berry we had two free
days in Atlanta, Georgia. And now there’s

another town. The best sea-food in the South,
and one of the most interesting towns on the
entire trip. We took a sight-seeing trip around

the city and out to Stone Mountain and we
were both fairly agog with wonder at some of
the sights we witnessed. You almost seem to live
in the pages of “Gone With The Wind,” most
of the actual scenes of which are laid along
Peachtree Street. We saw the store that was
supposed to have been owned by- Scarlet
O’Hara’s husband or somebody, and we also
saw the route of Sherman’s march to the sea.
In fact we stood on the exact spot where he
cut the South’s line of communication and supply over the Central of Georgia railroad.
Out at Stone Mountain we got stiff necks
looking at a Confederate Memorial which is

being carved out of the face of a solid mountain

uncomfortable in our shirt sleeves. We didn’t
feel much like debating so we were glad when

our opponents blandly came out with the statement that they didn’t feel like debating, so we
didn’t debate and instead were subjected to a
student production of the Life of Shelley in the
evening. (Never will I complain about a U. D.
Player production again.)
We started our long trip North the next day

but we came only a few miles, ninety to be exact, but on the speed demon train we took it
was exactly six and a half hours later when we
detrained at Rome, Georgia, to witness the

famous Arch of the University of Georgia.

Thursday of the second week was another
free day so we elected to spend it in Atlanta,
which by now had become our second home.
We knew our way around town like veterans.

Our trip was rapidly coming toward an end and
we weren’t exactly sorry. Though it had been

great fun, and everyone had been grand to us,
we were very tired, and the long ride home was
still ahead of us.

Early Friday morning we caught the crack
Florida Flyer and rode all day and into the
evening before arriving at Berea College again

in Kentucky, our second last stop. The Tavern
we stayed at was run entirely by students, but
we didn’t get much of a chance to see how it
worked because as soon as we got off the train,
we rushed to supper, and then rushed onto the

speaking platform, and right after that we
rushed ourselves to bed, because we were soa

tired we could hardly see straight.
Personally I don’t think I was ever so glad
to see anything in all my life as I was to see
the Carrew Tower rising in the distance over
the Ohio as we neared Cincinnati for our last
stop. For two weeks I had been looking forward
to this day, and needless to say, I wasn’t disappointed. It was almost like home, because Ed
Dudeck and Dick Harig met us at the Terminal,
the first friendly faces we had seen in two
weeks, and were they welcome. We stayed at
the Fenwick Club and there also we met a lot
of the fellows we knew.

of granite rising nearly a mile in the air.
Sunday brought home, and two very weary
After Atlanta we dipped down farther into

looking individuals up to the steps of Alumni

Georgia and ran into summer weather and
spring fever at Mercer University at Macon,
Georgia. The sun was so hot we were actually

we wouldn’t have the ambition to climb the
steps, but somehow we managed.

Hall. I guess we were afraid for awhile that
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I hope I haven’t given you the idea that a
debate trip is a form of medieval torture, because it is far from it. You eat the best food,
sleep in the best hotels, and in fact everything
you do is done in real style, but the fact remains

time before I have to listen to that song for a

two-week period again. But I’m afraid it was
my last time, because that was my last debate
trip. Karl has another one coming up, and to
show you what we think of the South, he’s de-

that you get terribly homesick for good old

cided to go back there again for the third

Dayton, and you likewise get terribly tired and
sick of trains and the almost perpetual clickey-

straight time. It certainly is true what they say
about Dixie, every word of it is Gospel truth.

clack of train wheels on rails. I hope it’s a long

You ought to go there sometime.

On Reading Novels
@ By Robert H. Rounds

Herein an extremely versatile reader
and writer of good literature comes
through with a bit of excellent advice
on the proper technique to be used in
the perusal of the printed and published
word. Featuring a very neat “dig” at
current text-books, it should appeal
especially to college students.

In the silence of the frozen deep, explorers
read novels to one another during the infinite

night: far away beneath Syrian stars the solemn
Sheiks dream while the poets chant their
romances. Festooned on their parlor sofas the
deep-browed students read. Reading novels is

a relaxation which cannot be replaced by the
sport page, the movie, the drama, or the opera,

& UGGEST a novel to a busy college student
and note the reaction. If he gives you a
fishy-eyed stare, or clamps his teeth on his
tongue and spins on his foot like a revolving

although these hold their own place. Relaxation
does not come from a vacancy of the mind but
from distractions, of which, the reading of
novels is the most salubrious.

door, don’t take him seriously. Ease him out

With a novel as an escort, you can transform

of his convulsions and see if he wouldn’t like to

the rocking roar of the subway into a mountain

read a novel if he only had time. Perhaps he is
working for his school tuition. Or he may be
tied up in extra-curricular activities. But if he

feet. You need not glare at your watch at

has time over week-ends, or during the lengthy
holidays, his reading list would certainly favor
novels.

valley with milky torrents rushing by at your
every delay, nor read the Chesterfield or Men’s
Clothing advertisements until you can parrot
them like a phonograph. You need not count
the hairs on the neck of the fellow passenger

in front. With a novel, the interminable stretches
After a week’s grind through the brittle
facts of text books, it is as relieving as an
escape from the Soviet to revel in a work of
the imagination and to be swept out of the

world

of

food,

sleep,

clothes,

autos,

and

“Swing.” The outlet for strain, fatigue, and
worry, through a novel in which we can lose
ourselves, and yet find ourselves in the experiences of the characters, is recognized as bene-

ficial from Maine to Manchuria. The influence
of works of fiction is precious. Fiction does not
pin the reader to a dogma. To accept or reject
is left entirely to his discretion.
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of flat road, the sprawling country house, the

treeless plain shall be no more.
We sound the depths of human life by reading works of fiction. Many are excellent studies
in social psychology, and are a divergence from
the insipid text book. The novel gives us a

picturesque view of social types of characters
in any section of the world. American business
life is presented accurately in Sinclair Lewis’
Babbitt. An American baron of the small town

is vividly depicted in Booth Tarkington’s Plutocrat. Dostoevsky’s Memoirs of a Dead House

be “cesspool literature.”” Rubbish does not litter
the floor of the classical school. In the old
school and in a greater part of the new school
of literature, you will approach beauty, truth,
and varied interests; you will enlarge your

is a personal experience in the penal colony of
Siberia. A clear view of Germany before and
after the World War is given in Blood Relations
by Phillip B. Gibbs. None of these could stand
up to the worth of The Scarlet Letter or Vanity
Fair as works of art. Novels can be highly

horizons, set spurs to honest thinking, and open
an avenue to a sound sense of values and a
mature point of view.

artistic, but our main objective in reading them

is seldom aesthetic; usually it is for pleasure
alone.

Since American young men and women are
spending an ever increasing number of hours
with books, especially after working hours, an
intelligent choice of reading material is a
momentous problem. Read a modern novel or
two, then dip into a classic. Knocking your
prejudice for the classics aside, glide into Gals-

Doctor Samuel Johnson said that a book
should either show one how to enjoy life or how
to endure it. Not all of the modern fiction ful-

fills this purpose. The fundamental aspects of
life have not changed since the time of Scott or

Thackeray. The classics express life by means
of truth and beauty. The same is not applicable

worthy’s Forsythe Saga directly out of Mar-

to many of our modern novels. Franklyn Bliss
Snyder calls the sordid novel “garbage-can

garet Mitchell’s Gone With The Wind and you
will be amazed that the pages pass just as

fiction.” Perhaps a more striking epithet would

rapidly.

DISTRESS
O Muse,
Refuse
Me! Do—just do!
Contrive;

Deprive
My pen! You’ll rue
The day

You “nay”
Me told. I’ll make
You sad,
You cad...
O Muse,—Lord’s sake!
Anon
Upon

My soul lay fire!

—PAUL ELSNER.
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All Quiet on the Iberian Front
Spain Faces. Reconstruction
After two years and seven months of civil
war, peace came to Spain in late March, when

a white flag fluttering over once-gay Madrid,
signalled the capitulation of the Republican
army to the hovering forces of Generalissimo

Franco. Thus was brought to a close the tragic
fratricidal conflict, peculiar and many-sided
issues of which have turned the observing world
into a-debating society. One issue, the most
important, has been decided: Spain, at least
until its war-weary people can recover from
the shattering effects of the struggle, and pro-

vided a truly national unit has supplanted the

traditional division among Spaniards, is through
with war and unrealistic republican regimes.

Two more problems remain as yet without
substantial solution: because the period immediately following a revolution always necessitates
a strong government, it is feared that Nationalist Spain may assumea virtually totalitarian
status, leaning toward Fascism. In addition,
due to the professed friendship of Franco with

the dictator-ruled countries of Italy and Germany, it is considered likely that Spain will
play a supporting role in European international
relations. Such is the view of critical observers
at the moment, but it must be remembered that
the notorious shifting of power alignments in
Europe makes the business of prediction a
hazardous one. The possibility of Spain projecting herself into the ever growing crisis in Central Europe must be regarded as remote, since
she will be very much preoccupied with internal reconstruction for several years. Besides

Franco has not formally renounced his preMunich declaration that Spain would maintain

Don Coan
Alma Braun

Rather less easily disposed of, however, are
the varying imputations cast as to the nature
of the Nationalist government. The question is,
how far to the Right will it be? A restoration

of the monarchy would be no more than a
return to normal Spanish tradition, but a

“National” government would seem to imply
centralization of authority, and a dictatorship
may become necessary to insure certain regions
from reclaiming their ante-bellum autonomy.
It is said that the Spanish temperament is one

which will not long tolerate dictator-rule with

its attendant overthrowing of individual rights.

Therefore, if an experiment in Spanish Fascism
is to be made, another upheaval appears in-

evitable. On this point adherence may best be

given to the views of commentators possessing
an intimate knowledge of the Spanish people
and the tendencies of their leaders:
Dr. John Perz, head of the University’s de-

partment of modern languages and professor of
Spanish, speaking on the topic “Is Franco
Fascist?” during the winter lecture series on
the campus, gave his auditors information
which makes possible more enlightened speculation on the future of Spain. Since the beginning of the civil war in 1936, Dr. Perz has held

a merited position as local authority on events
in Spain, and his insight on the Spanish personality gained as an exchange professor fifteen
years ago, has enabled him to make basic distinctions in terms which allay much of the
confusion in the American mind. “The true

Spaniard,” he stated, ‘“‘believes in a hierarchical
form of government ... the monarchy was
overthrown because the people ‘imagined’
their troubles came from it . . . for Spain,
Democracy means individual rights of man as
the image and likeness of God... built on the
idea that both beggar and king receive the same
grace at the communion rail .. . In the sense
that Democracy is an atmosphere, rather than
an institution, Spain has always been Demo-

‘her traditional position of neutrality in the

cratic.” “There is nothing,” maintained Dr.

event of a general European war.”’

Perz, ‘‘in his past or in the present to indicate
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that Franco is a Fascist. He is primarily a
soldier, and will probably strive to make the

Spanish army the most powerful in theworld.”
Touching upon the causes of the civil war, Dr.
Perz remarked that ‘“‘the Catholic religion was

Temps Present,” which also states that Nazi
race propaganda has gained wide popularity

among the Nationalists. However, at the present, only tendencies and possibilities can be

noted. Definite evaluations of policies adopted

the unifying force in Spain, and the upheaval

and carried out by the Nationalists must be
deferred until the return of normal times.

While Dr. Perz feels Spain under Franco
“will enter a new age,” there are reliable indi-

Student Council Vote Names
Coalition Committee

came when an attempt was made under the
Republic to take that religion away.”

cations that a not entirely painless transition

period will be required before Spain emerges
as a Nationalist state. These aspects are keenly
analyzed in a timely work* by Professor Peers,
who, writing before the outcome of the war
was certain, discusses the administrative problem confronting the Nationalists. Commenting
on the future, he asserts that “doubtless, a victory for General Franco over Catalonia would
be followed by measures similar to those taken

by him in Euzkadia—the abolition of the traditional fueros including the concierto economico,
in the provinces of Guipuzcoa and Vizcaya,
which had opposed him. This supposition means

that Catalonia’s ideas of Home Rule are in the
immediate future, doomed. For a period of

years should Franco

win,

Catalonia Infelix

would expect to suffer under a regime of excess-

ive centralization . . . in any case preferable to

the rule of Anarchism or Communism. There are
signs too, that a Nationalist Government might
eventually make concessions. In his first broadcast as Head of the Nationalist State, October
1, 1936, Franco declared that ‘the peculiarity
of each region will be respected, according to

the old national tradition.’ It is unthinkable that
these were promises made to win favor: more
probably they were meant to give a clear indi-

cation of the possibility of a progression from
the severe and repressive measures which would
be unavoidable after a war such as this—the

Following the poll of student opinion proposed by the EXPONENT and carried out by
“Cabos,” as an outgrowth of the Student Council controversy, the results of the vote, released

before Easter showed the majority of campus
sentiment in favor of a student government
body being established on the University of
Dayton campus. Since the student committee
chosen at the same time to organize the Council,

represents a coalition of the individuals who
had been most audibly in opposition during the
press campaign preceding the vote, and in view
of conclusions drawn in certain quarters as a

result, the EXPONENT will today review the
situation as it now stands.
In the first place, it would appear that the
student voter is either a mischievous or a very
astute individual. The former adjective would

apply if a deliberate attempt was made to disguise the opposition in a sort of “Popular Front”
committee, from which position effective sabotage could be undertaken while simulating compromise. The second assumption would be apt
only if the voters sought to temper the platform
of the extremists who initiated the Council
movement, by forcing them to heed the counsel
of the conservative element. From observation

made, the EXPONENT believes that no such

inevitable outcome of extremist intolerance, in-

conscious designs were present in the minds of
those students responsible for the coalition:

live contentedly.”

vaguest notions of their nominees’ convictions.
Which makes one wonder, who reads the

discipline, and violence to a milder rule under
which all peaceably disposed Spaniards can

most probably the voting students held only the
campus publications?

A favorite theme of Nationalist supporters
during the recently concluded Spanish struggle
was their bitter denunciation of the foreign
influences allegedly at the root of the evils in

the fallen Republic. The influx into Spain of

French liberalism is particularly scored. Supposing the latter to be now fully discredited and
that recurrence will be guarded against, Spain
is still exposed to internal dangers from another foreign quarter—Nazi Germany. A proGerman spirit has permeated Spain since before

the World War. The spreading of the doctrines
of National Socialism is made possible under

the extensive provisions of the “culture’’ treaty
concluded

between

Burgos

and

Berlin

last

January, as reported in a Paris weekly, “Le
*See “Catalonia Infelix,” by E. Allison Peers, Oxford
University Press, 1938, p. 296-7.

“The fact that a scant half of the student
body bothered to cast ballots, indicates general
student apathy on the matter, and that they
believe a student council unnecessary.” Such
was the semi-public utterance of an administrative officer of the University, who went on to
comment that ‘‘the family atmosphere of the
University promotes a degree of understanding”’
which would make such a body superfluous.
While they do not merit condemnation as being

entirely puerile, these remarks are invalidated
to a great extent by other considerations, beyond a mere sentimental attachment to the
status quo. All should be reminded of the fact

that the light balloting was no remarkable
feature of the vote, since this phenomena has
(Continued on page twenty-three)
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On Being Tall
@ By John F. Aspell
Wanted: one short wheelbase; one answer to the riddle of acrophobia; a complete home-course in “The Care and
Arrangement of an Elongated Frame in

Standard Theatre Seats” and at least
three snappy comebacks to “Hey, how’s
the weather up there?” Please apply to
the writer of a diverting and definitely
humorous article on the hardships of
height.

p KOPLE come ina variety of sizes, but so
do a number of other things. Take build-

ings for example. Some have the distinction of
being termed a skyscraper and climb majestically into the peaceful blue far above the smoke
and shadows that envelope their lesser neighbor below. Visitors usually stand in awe and
amazement to look at the towering structure
and have no end of fun riding up and down its
elevators or jumping out of the windows. Why
they do this no one has ever gone to the trouble
to find out. The same thing that attracts the
visitor to stare at one of these edifices seems
to cause them to gaze up at some unfortunate
elongated individual such as I with an inquiry
as to the state of the atmospherical conditions
in the ether zone. I have spent a number of the
better years of my life endeavoring to fashion
a snappy comeback to that question with a
very mean amount of success. According to a

recent edition of College Physics by Foley,
pages 208-9, the pressure should be slightly
reduced and the air a trifle purer at a height
of approximately six-foot-four inches from the

ground.
There are so many complications that accompany thirty-six inches of legs that I have begun
to regret not having taken someone’s suggestion
to put a brick in my hat. How I would keep it
there or what effect it would have has never
been decided. The first doorway I came to

would, without a doubt, take care of the hat
and the brick with it.
You have probably some idea by now that I
do not particularly enjoy walking around in the
clouds. Perhaps the ozone has me a bit groggy.

At any rate I would gladly trade in the body
for one with a shorter wheelbase. Then, perhaps, I could really enjoy life. To think of the
freedom of getting into bed at night without
having to stick your legs out through the botPage fourteen

tom of the covers and on out through the rungs
to dangle in the cold night air is comparable

to the thought of a complete turkey dinner to
a starving man. What a pleasure it must be to
be able to take a shower without getting your

head tangled up with a maze of water pipes
that do not enjoy your company in the least!
The joy, the sweet bliss, of sitting in a theatre

and really enjoying the show without a worry
or a thought as to just where to “Park the legs”

is something of which I have never tasted. 1
believe I have invented at least fifteen differ-

ent positions to assume during one movie and
usually much to the discomfort of the fellow
in front who is usually trying to figure out
whose limbs are tangled up with his and doesn’t
see much of the picture. In order to get a better

view of Donald Duck, I shift into “position
three” and the poor fellow in front has a pair
of knobby knees caressing the back of his head.

If he is still there after ten minutes you have a
fine example of will-power and self control.
Being tall is not only a discomfort, but also
quite decidedly a large amount of trouble. Dur-

ing the recent vacation I arrived at a friend’s
house with the honest intention of spending a
few quiet hours reviving summer experiences

and revealing the horrors of college. What I
walked into was a premature form of housecleaning and I was quickly, unofficially and

very unceremoniously elected as a_

general

handy man, janitor, and human stepladder. I
soon found myself wrestling with the chandeliers which needed dusting and also stubbornly
refused to part with their fastenings to which
they had become quite attached with the pass-

ing of time. When the dust finally settled everyone decided that the window shades needed
winding and so they too were removed for
repairs. Finally after replacing a vagrant lamp
plug to its socket behind the piano I found that
time had grown short and took my leave vowing
to do all my reminiscing in the future over the
telephone.
An interesting thing that I have discovered

in recent years is the fact that a person possessing a towering physique needs, and usually

doesn’t get, a sufficient amount of sleep, for
the process of playing host to a pair of human

stilts is tiring and absorbs the calories at a
terrific rate. So if you don’t mind I’ll join you.

I can see you’re yawning already...

Beat The Drums For Beezlebub!
@ By Ernest Sharpe
(Hastily consulting his notes) Mr. Geezlebaum!

A Satire for Today.
Place:

The United States of America.

Time:

Indeterminable.

Characters:

Mrs.

Mabel

(Excited head shaking from the small nervous man in the speaker’s chair.)
Mr. Zeegleman, I mean!

Beezlebub,

Mr.

Chester Beezlebub, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Sumner,
Mr. Rothsmorgan, a crowd of (1) bored, (2)
excited, (3) jubilant, (4) disgruntled, (5)
aroused citizens, a dock-laborer, a male secretary, several hecklers in the crowd, a handful of

public-spirited men.
Scene I:

A political rally is taking place—

public park—enormous crowd fills entire stage
—speaker’s stand in center—on it are the usual
public-minded men, with a small, nervous man

in the chair of honor—at the front of the platform, a politician speaks into the microphone—
from the restlessness of the crowd, it is evident
that he has been talking for some time...
Politician: And so it gives me great pleasure to have been accorded the honor—and an
honor it is—of introducing—although he needs

(More head shaking.)

(Desperately, the politician tries again.)
Politician:

I give you Mr. Heezlemanten

(No?) Mr. Meezlebarger (No?) Mr. Seezlemeezle (No?) (frantically) Jones? Aw, what
the
, introduce yourself, if that’s the way
you’re going to be!
Disgruntled, the politician flounces across
the stage and drops into his chair, wiping his
brow, in an agitated manner.

The small, nervous man rises and sidles up to
the microphone beginning in a quavering, hesitant voice...

Small Nervous Man:

My name is Beezlebub

no introduction—the principal speaker of the

—Chester Beezlebub, I am 5 feet 614 inches

day—your friend, your friend’s friend, my
friend, my friend’s friend, the one and only, the
astute statesman and scholar, one of the most

tall, weigh 140 pounds—well, anyway, my name
is Beezlebub, but I am afraid that I am not
all that Mr.—Mr (turning to politician, in-

famous of present day politicial figures, who

quiringly).

as I said before, needs no introduction, and who

has proven himself to be the friend of the common man, a friend of the common man’s friend
and his friend’s friend—a man among men, a

lion among the ladies (ha—ha—ahem) and a
general all around good fellow. I give you the
man everyone is boosting for President of our
glorious land at the next election—everyone
that is, except the present President (ha—ha—
yes) and whom...
Clearly disgusted, the crowd starts to drift
away.
(Shouting to make himself heard, the poli-

tician continues... )

Angrily, the politician shouts
— Wilson—a
good American name! (snorts and mutters)
Beezlebub!—Gad! He is plainly pouting and
very disinterested in the speech.
Beezlebub:

Ah, yes—Mr. Wilson. I have

never been in politics before, in fact, I’m not in
yet but, well, you see, my wife, Mabel, thinks I
should be President, just for one little term
anyway, andso...
First Voice:
Cripes, we sure are earn’ dat
beer. (The owner of this voice is a brawny,
shirt-sleeved dock laborer who is, at the present

time, munching upon a banana. Incidentally he
has a large sack of them, in his left hand.)

Don’t go away, folks, don’t go away, in just
a moment, we’re serving free beer and pretzels

and

music

by

Happy

Henry’s

Hep-Cats—

absolutely free—.
The crowd surges back.

Beezlebub: Well if you knew my wife—you
would want to do what she said, too! Did you
say free beer—(excitedly) where?

Second Voice:

Awri’, Awri’ finish de speech

—finish de speech!

And so I give you the man of the hour, the
well-known, widely-famous leader of present
day politics, a man whose name is on every
tongue, the ever-popular Mr.—uh—Mr.

Beezlebum:

Ah, yes, so I guess, I’ll just

have to be President if Mabel says so; that is
why I am here—I wonder if maybe you would
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mind making me President just for four years

printed—Beezlebub the First! Behind a desk

(wheedling) one teeny-teeny term?

at Left Center, Mabel B. works furiously .. .

enter a male secretary...
First Voice (banana-muncher): Ain’t dat
nice? And maybe I could be Secretary ah de
Treasury! Haw’ Haw! (he thinks this is very
witty—looks around for approbation).
Beezlebub: I fear that you are not very
enthusiastic, my friend, but, if you knew
Mabel...

Secretary (falling to his knees—touching
forehead to floor thrice): Beezle—Beezle—
Beezle—Oh great Beezlebub, the president of
General Motions, Mr, Sumner, awaits without,
desiring audience with the great Beezlebub.
Mrs. B. (without looking up):

Show the

rat in.
Suddenly there is a commotion to the right

of the stage and something like a minor cyclone
cuts a swath through the crowd. A deep, thunderous voice bellows ‘‘One side, short change”’
and amid great bustle and—leaving havoc in
her wake—a large, predatory female pushes
her way onto the speaker’s stand ... It is Mrs.
Beezlebub...
Mrs B.:

Sit down, Chester!

Beezlebub:
Mrs. B.

Yes, dear.

Secretary:
(exits).

Instantly, oh great Beezlebub!

Enter Sumner, very agitated...
Sumner: Now see here, Mrs.
you’ve got to stop this taxing...

Mrs. B.:

Beezlebub,

Sit down, shut up and get out!

Sumner (dazed):
course.

Yes, m’am—uh—yes, of

(to the audience): Quiet, all you

drunken bums—this is a political rally not a
bingo party—if you want to keep your jaws
in one piece, keep them closed!

Mrs. B:

Now listen to me, simple Sumner,

we've just started to tax, understand,—next,
we put a tax on taxes, see—now get out before

I expropriate your toy factory!
First Voice (banana-muncher) : Aw, this aint
Rooshia. We kin talk if we wantta!

Mrs. B.: As for you, leather-lungs, I’ll
handle you personally, right after the meeting
—now craw] into your shell before I smash it.

Sumner leaves hurriedly, forgetting his hat.
The Secretary re-enters and goes through the
same routine to announce a ‘‘Mr. Rothsmorgan
of Wall Street.” Rothsmorgan is right behind
him as he finishes his ritual...

The audience is interested— a few shout

“Fight, Fight—let’s have a fight!” ...
Mrs. B. (bellowing): Shut up, you low-lifers
—ain’t you got no manners? Now listen to me
—this country is on the bum—15 million unemployed—45 billion dollar national debt—
overproduction, yet everybody starves—everybody except the ape here (pointing to bananamunching dock-laborer)—
it’s people like him
that’s got us in this mess—him and his free
speech! Listen, what America needs is a Dictator! (loud dissension). Awright, so we don’t
need a Dictator, so what do we need, I’ll tell
you, we need a Dictatress!—yes, you heard
me—I mean ME! (emphatic dissension). Quiet,
Quiet, listen, you illiterates, these phoney poli-

ticians offered you beer—I make it champagne!
They say pretzels—I say four chickens in every
pot—and bananas for the ape! (The crowd is
cheering wildly—in the distance a band strikes
up “The Star-Spangled Banner’—pandemonium

reigns—and the constituents go stark, staring
mad with adulation. Mabel Beezlebub is borne
away in triumph on the shoulders of two husky
D. A. R.’s) ... the curtain comes down.

Scene II (a few months later) —Washington,
D C.—the office of the President of the United

States—only now, on the door, these words are
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Rothsmorgan (beamingly):
Ah!
Hello! My dear Mrs. Beezlebub!

Hello!

Mrs. B. (curtly): Wipe that sickening grin
of your face and sit down—.
Rothsmorgan (wagging his finger):
now, Mrs Beez...
Mrs. B.:

Now,

Oh, for Cripes sake, Rothsmorgan,

this ain’t the Yacht Club—quit your gibbering
and get down to business!

Rothsmorgan (frigidly) : Very well, very well
—yes, very well—if that’s the way it is—very
well. Um—Mrs. Beezlebub about that 6 billion

dollar loan, you asked for, I’m afraid it just
can’t be made at the present time—unpropitious, as it were and...
Mrs. B. (bellowing): Who said anything
about 6 billion—I told you 10 billion and I

didn’t ask for it—I said get it!
Rothsmorgan:

But, it is just impossible—

other obligations, you know!
Mrs. B. (half-rising from her chair): It isn’t

a matter of whether you can or can’t get me

the 10 billion, Rothsmorgan, it’s a case of when
do I get it?

Rothsmorgan: Well, really, the market, conditions—everything has been—well—unsettled
since you came into office and people are complaining and they just won’t make any moves
—why, in fact, almost everyone is staying inside to avoid paying the sunshine tax—do you
know its costs $463 to get anything like a decent
sun-tan?—so things are—well—unsettled.

Mrs. B.: So they’re complaining again, are
they? All right, I’ll show them! Now you get
out of here, you phoney financier, and bring

that money back inside of an hour or I'll send
you to Alcatraz for life!

Mrs. B.: What’s the idea—tramplin’ my lawn,

you communists . . . get out of here before I
purge the whole crowd of you!
Ist Voice (the banana-muncher, back again) :
“Down wit’ de Dictatress!

Mrs. B. (recognizing him) : Shut up, you fruit
fly, you’re next on my pogrom as it is—one
more crack out of you and Ill polish you off,

personally...
2nd Voice: Yah, who do you think you are,
anyway?
Mrs. B.: I’m your Dictatress—don’t you like

Rothsmorgan leaves hurriedly, likewise forgetting his hat.
Mrs. B. (pushes a button and speaks into a
inner-office address system): Hey, Mr. Wilson,

you white-livered insect, put me on the air
right away—clear all the air-lanes—official
message to the American people from the great
Beezlebub—snap into it, amoeba!

Mr. Wilson, our old friend, rushes into the
office carrying a portable microphone, hands
it to Mrs. B. and dashes out, glancing back

apprehensively as he goes.
Mrs. B. (into mike): Hello America—this is

it?
2nd Voice
frankly, NO!

(in

mock

politeness):

Well—

Mrs. B. (beeligerently): So, what are you
going to do about it!
Silence from the crowd
know).

(it just

doesn’t

Mrs. B.: And another thing, don’t any of you

leave without paying your visitor’s tax to the
White House butler, and also there’s a slight

the great Beezlebub—get away from your ginbottles long enough to sober up—lI’ve got an
important announcement. Some of you, in fact,
all of you, have been complaining lately about
the way I run this country. Well, listen to me,

fee—25c the head—for picnic privileges—and
also...

like it, start something and any of you that
think you can do any better up here, go back
where you came from. So now you’ve got my
answer—my dear American subjects, sit down

The crowd surges forward and, seizing
Mrs. B., drags her from the doorway. She
screams several times as they hurry her off

you befuddled bums, what are you going to do
about it?—I’m in and you’re out—if you don’t

and shut up! (snaps off microphone).
Scene III. (Several days later on the White

House lawn .. . a rebellious crowd mills
about ... intense excitement... cries of
“Down with Beezlebub”... “Give us back
Democracy” and, from one old timer “‘5440 or Fight!” ... Suddenly, Mrs. B. appears at one of the French windows, flings.
them open and steps out in full view, to the
accompaniment of cheers ... Bronx. She

speaks—

3rd Voice: Ow! This is too much! Overthrow
the Dictatress!

to the left. Suddenly the stage is empty
and the noise of revolt dies away in the
distance. At the open window Mr. Beezlebub, dressed as a butler, appears. Shaking
his head slowly, he says, with a wide grin

suffusing his placid countenance—
Chester Beezlebub: I regret that I have but
one wife to give for my country!

CURTAIN
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The Ballad Of Handsome Nell
(With apologies to no one)

CANTO I
’Tis blackest night. There is no light,
Save in at Nellie Preacher’s—
A gal is she right nice to see,
With doggone pretty features.
With her right now is Tom McGow,
A hero bold and daring.

He stopped tonight (if we are right)
To see how she is faring.

She fares quite well, we’re pleased to tell,
Although she is a-fearin’
A visit from that no good bum

Of whom she’s late been hearin’.

Nell snatches up a butterfly net and pursues
the bullet; but alas! too late! Her lover is shot
in the chaps.

CANTO VII
Now Nell would fly with desperate cry
Unto her wounded lover;
But woe! She hears in troubled ears,
“T’ve got you under cover.”
“You’re in my power, my lotus flower,
Now you'll be mine forever!’’
But she defies his cold, cruel eyes,

And bravely shouts out, “Never!”

Her pa’s away. He left that day
On business for the city.
Ah me, what plight! Here is dark night.
He’s not back—what a pity!

CANTO VIII
He persists.
CANTO Ix

CANTO II
Now Tom is kind. He’ll stay behind
Till pappy be returnin’.
(It won’t be hard for this young bard
To satisfy her yearnin’).

A while they chat and after that,
He sets to serenadin’
;

And as he sings, his sweetheart brings
The cakes and lemonade in.
In Cantos III, IV, V, and VI, the beverage

takes its effect on Tom. Try as he will, he cannot hold his eyes open. He sleeps, little suspecting that through the window peers the villain,
just waiting his chance to attack. When Tom’s

She resists.
“Oh, no, no, no! I cannot go!
I cannot leave my darling!”
But he stands there beside her fair,
A villain dark and snarling.

Since Cantos X, XI, and XII were accidentally
dropped into the waste-basket, we cannot tell
what transpired. However, in Cantos XIV, XV,

and XVI we find that pappy is back, the villain
is disposed of, and Tom and Nell are living
happily ever after.
CANTO XVII

snores tell him that all is well, he bursts into the

room. (The editor said cut, but this entrance of
the villain in Canto VI cannot be omitted).
He lifts the latch, and with a crash
Into the room comes bounding.
No cause to fear—no one will hear
His forty-five a-sounding.
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Envoy.
Ah me, oh joy! Ah girl, oh boy!
The tale of handsome Nellie

And hero bold —though poorly told—
(You add the last line).

—MAUREEN MOYNAHAN.

POTPOURRI
WEST POINT
West Point first became known to the people
of America during the early days of the
Revolutionary War. It was General George
Washington who was first to think of West

Point as a very important military post. Located
as it was on the banks of the Hudson river it
divided our nation, and this was the reason for
its importance. If the British had obtained this

point the United Colonies would have been cut
in two, and such a move would have spelled
death for the cause of the Colonies.
Washington sent General Parsons to West
Point accompanied by a group of men, but the
West Point they saw was vastly different from
the great military academy of today. There
were no rolling campus or parade grounds, no
tall buildings rising majestically above giant
trees, instead only the snow piled waist-high.

A young engineer, de la Radiere by name,
accompanied Parsons to West Point. He erected
the first building, Fort Clinton, but de la
Radiere was destined to build only this one. He
contracted consumption, and died just a short
time after the fort was built. After the Frenchman’s death another man, Kaciouska, was sent
to finish the job. Today he is better known
there than de la Radiere. There is a memorial
erected in his honor, and a small garden wherein lie his remains, surrounded by the buildings
he loved so well. It is this garden that keeps
the memory of him fresh in the minds of the
West Point Cadets.
George Washington in his farewell speech
expressed his desire for a military academy on
the site of West Point, but the American people
were too drunk with their new found freedom

to do anything about it until years later. It was
not until 1802 that Congress gave any thought
to a military school for young Americans. In
1802 Congress gave a small sum of money to an

unenthusiastic group of men and bade them
begin the school. How the school of that day
suffered! There was no law or order. Laziness

was the only rule of the academy. No new
buildings were erected because of the lack of
funds. The handful of cadets were shiftless.
They drank and threw away their time and
the government’s money, and it was not until
1816 that West Point had any semblance of a
Military School. It was in this year that Congress appropriated more money and sentMajor
Thayer to command the cadets. Under his
guidance West Point grew into a well-regulated
government school. New buildings were put up
and efficiency took the place of carelessness.
Through his efforts, Thayer earned the title
of “The Father of West Point.”

With Thayer’s appointment the interest of
all America turned to West Point and the name
of the academy was on every tongue. Young
men tried every conceivable way there was to
gain an appointment to the school. Heretofore
the youth of America had considered it an
insult instead of an honor to be requested to

enter West Point. The president found himself

swamped with requests from young men from

all parts of awakened America. Finally the
task of appointment from the President became
impossible and Congress was called upon to
recommend boys to West Point.

The Academy grew. During the Civil War
the first major trouble came to the school.
There were boys from the south as well as from
the north enrolled in West Point. All cadets
had sworn when they entered the academy to
preserve the union, but those from the south
were now drawn between two forces. That of
being true to their oaths or fighting against
their own flesh and blood. Sixty-four cadets had

to choose. Of this number forty-eight went to
the aid of the south and the remaining cadets
stayed with the union.
It can readily be seen that West Point has
played a great part in the military history of
our country. It is as Washington said, “A mili-

tary school is the birthright of a nation.”
Cadet life at West Point is very interesting.
When a young man first enters the walls of the
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academy he has a queer feeling under his belt, .
as if he were entering another world. As soon
as he registers he is issued his daily uniform.
It consists of grey shirt and slacks and a hat.
His first days are spent learning military discipline. In the early afternoon the young cadet
cleans guns. He has no trouble getting the gun
apart, but he usually runs up against a stone
wall when he tries to put it together.
After the opening weeks the cadets go to
camp. Here they learn the regulations of a
Military Camp, and the recruit had better do as
he is told or he will find himself in trouble up

to his ears. After camp the cadets are sent back
to school for their winter classes. The classes

are carried on much differently at West Point
than at other colleges. There is very little
lecturing and each boy has to recite in each
class every day. Failure in any subject no
matter how important or unimportant it may
be makes the cadet subject to dismissal.
I have endeavored to give you briefly the
story of West Point as it was yesterday and as

it is today. No place should be nearer to the
hearts of Americans than West Point. For
there the youth of America is trained so he can
better protect his country in time of trouble. It
is the duty of every citizen to live up to the
motto of West Point, “Duty, Honor, Country.”

—VERNON WATSON.

more step has been taken to place the University of Dayton in the ranks of the more progressive educational institutions in our country.

This action is one which has been long awaited
by the more progressive and intellectual faction
which peoples the campus of our school. The
writer has had some first hand experience with
such examinations in the past, and finds them
to be highly successful. While the comprehen-

Sive examination entails much work, there is
more good derived from it than from the
ordinary mid-semester and semester examination, for it brings to the student’s mind a permanency of material learned, which other types
of examinations fail to produce. With the com-

prehensive examination there will be no place
nor opportunity for cramming. Such examination demands a mind which will retain material,

not for a short space of time, but over a period
of years. Hasten the day when such examination appears at our University.

With this examination will come a higher
type of student, a product that is master of his

field before he can leave the halls of learning
to put into practice those principles which he
expects to use in his daily endeavor. Then too,
time will be saved through elimination of other
examinations which really measure little in
so far as intellectual achievement is concerned.
The writer has longed for the day when such

a step would be taken, not only for the welfare
of the school but for the welfare of those attending the school and for the student’s personal

Comprehensive Examinations
At U. of D.
Rumor has come to the attention of the writer
by way of the well known “grapevine,” that

plans are being considered for installation of a
system of comprehensive examinations at our
fair University beginning with the new school
year of next fall. If such rumor be true, one

gratification and satisfaction. A new incentive
to study has been reached, with a new interest
created in the hearts of those who give of their
material goods and moral support to dear old

U. at D.

—ROY A. GOSS.

A SONG

A song—a song—a song!
My soul and my whole being cries;
But all night through and all day long

My spirit moans, my spirit sighs.
A song of happiness and joy

To ripple lightly on my tongue,
To make of me again a boy—
A song—a song—a song!

But who will teach me such a song,
A song of happiness and glee,

When all night through and all day long
Does sorrow walk with me?

—AMBROSE NAKAO.
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Book Reviews
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAYS OR
WHAT EVERY COMMUTER
SHOULD KNOW

best seats are, what seats not to sit in, and
any number of other wise things. It is written
in the quick modern way, with suggestions made

through mere phrases in many instances.

By Edward Streeter

without

I particularly enjoyed the book because
being a U. of D. day student, I, as are many
other day students, am a commuter, and can
vouch that this gentle satire is true to life,
very, very real. I believe that every student

getting anywhere. He belongs to that long-

here should read it—the day students because

muters, who spend one-twelfth of their lives
on buses, street cars, elevateds, and subways,
between the office and home. He was seldom

they can learn new tricks of the trade, and the
campus students because they will learn what
hardships the rest of us have to go through
while they sleep peacefully until the last minute
to roll out of bed and into class.

Illustrated by Gluyas Williams
Simon and Schuster

This is a unique travel book. Mr. Streeter,
the

author,

traveled

216,000

miles

suffering body of Americans known as com-

more than twenty-five miles from home. About

twenty-five years ago Mr. Streeter and Gluyas

—KATHERINE STRUCK.

Williams, the illustrator, were editors of The

Harvard Lampoon. They have come together
again to present this work about which both

know much from experience.

The author intends it to be a guide and an
inspiration to all young men and women, who
are about to embark on careers that will necessitate commuting, and who are ill equipped

FLESH IS NOT LIFE
By Hiliary Barth
Bruce

to cope with its dangers and pitfalls. The

While Arnold Lunn is lancing the rancorous
sore of Communism in Spain, and exposing the

“blurb” says, “that to the old commuters this

venomous philosophy of the so-called Loyalists;

book should be a shining light through the
darkness, to suburban realtors it will be so
much poison, and to those who are not commuters, it will be a vindication of their good
sense.”
The author has so cleverly put into words his
feelings and reactions to commuting that. it
becomes a picture full of realism and humor.

while Father Lord is grappling with the disparaging and illogical tenets of euthanasia;
Mr. Barth has punctured the Communistic

escutcheon in America with the unerring principles of Catholicism and altruism.
Not that we wish to parallel Mr. Barth with

The illustrator, too, has so graphically put the

the world-famed defenders of Catholic thought,
who have ben bearing the heat and burden of
the past crises; but in his Flesh Is Not Life, Mr.

words into pictures, that one needs only to

Barth has uncovered a potentiality that is more

jook and laugh. In spite of the fact that it becomes a little thick and monotonous towards
the end, one learns how to catch a train on
time, how to fold and read a paper, how to

than an idle promise of his future success.

stand on a moving car, how to avoid deep

in spirit—knowing that he is an alumnus of our

discussions and annoying friends, where the

own University of Dayton, and knowing that

As this beginner wends his way to greater
heights as a Catholic author, let us be with him
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he is striving to extend the principles of a good
Catholic life, that he has had instilled in him

in the same lecture halls, and perhaps by the

in the alluring escapade of modern girl in the

whirlpool of pernicious Communism.
—VICTOR NAEGELE.

same professors, that we meet every day.
Charm Girl of the campus, Tandra Sothoron,
is expelled from Northern. Seeking an outlet
for her socialism, she joins Communism. But a

year of LIVING Communistic principles convinces her that life without a Supreme Being is
of flesh not of life.

Mr. Barth has not merely boosted the U. D.
literary standards, but has done so with a
CATHOLIC Magnificent Obsession. The one but

extremely important difference between the
two is the basis of the philosophy propagated
by each. The virtue propagated by Magnificent
Obsession is based on naturalism; that of Flesh

Is Not Life, on solid Catholicism. The plot of
each is excellent, the style of each, modern,
their characters real, their topics, life, and

A DAY OF BATTLE
By Vincent Sheean
Doubleday Doran

Would that our history texts were written
like Mr. Sheean’s latest novel. We would venture
that courses in history would be more popular.
An examination would not mean a strenuous
session with the text but a pleasant experience,
definitely.
You discuss the discovery of good books with
friends. The question invariably comes up, “Is
there a hero, a heroine, and a happy ending?”
If we were you at the time we would tell your

friend that the book doesn’t have a single

Communism, like “Good Queen Bess,” has a
fine exterior, but remove Bess’ wig and you

character built for the role of a hero or heroine,
and the book ends with the suggestion of impending tragedy. “No hero,” your friend would
remark, “what kind of a book is that?” We

have a bald woman (if such an incongruity can
be imagined). Remove Communism’s wig and

would tell your fellow book lover that the
hero is the strength of the heart which hopes

their popularity high.

you have it in its bald fact; its real doctrine,

and does not question. We call this the blind

its aims, it methods, its life. Perhaps Mr. Barth
is too blunt at times, perhaps you are shocked.

courage of man and in this particular instance

If you are, the author has achieved his purpose,
—to shock the world into the real meaning of
Communism.

Remedies are seldom offered by critics.
Hilary Barth is an exception. He proposes the
consoling doctrine of the Mystical body of Christ,

but is perhaps vague in its explanation. However, you are so interested in the author’s solu-

tion after he has dissected specious Communism,
that you want to know more of his solution,
more of the “Life” of which he is continually
talking . . . Surely a sign of the author’s ability.
You may find the middle of the book dry,
preachy, the characters may seem to be
“Charley McCarthy’s” in the hands of Mr.
Barth. But don’t all stories have a moral, wasn’t

the moral of Magnificent Obsession glaring at
times? Why then resent the moral of Flesh Is
Not Life?

Flesh Is Not Life is just warm off of the press,
and it would be imprudent to attempt to classify
it as a novel that will live in literature. But Mr.
Barth has definitely proposed to himself a vital

problem in American life, and has answered it
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the blind courage of the people of France.
When the word, “Lally’s regiment has crushed
the English,” surged through the mass of citizens in Versailles or Paris, the forsaken and
almost destitute people joined in pride to the

splendor of the King’s majesty and the confusion of Louis XV’s enemies and could feel
itself a great and happy nation for one swift
moment.

As the title suggests, Vincent Sheean has
woven a firmly constructed novel around “A

Day of Battle.” All of the action, and dialogue
of the characters have a connecting link with

the Battle of Fontenoy, May 11, 1745. This was
the greatest military victory that the French
had won for four hundred years.
The author’s mind is saturated in his events
and his characters, so that he gives his readers
the sense of the very experience of which he
tells. To substantiate this remark we ask you
to trust that this review is being written objectively, so we can say that we could read in

the lines the smirk of Voltaire as he received
the highly prized appointment of Gentleman

of the Bedchamber from the King through the
influence of his famous mistress Madame A

Etioles Lenormant, the hint of the tinge of
jealously in Richelieu toward the German gen-

eral of the French army, Maurice de Saxe, and
the embrace of youth to his last moment alive
to life.
The author states in his preface, “Invention

(Continued from page thirteen)

prevailed in all similar general campus polls
within the EXPONENT’S memory. As for that
vaunted “family” atmosphere, both its existence, and its theoretical insurance of campus

tranquility are open to serious challenge. Impersonal relationships are more desirable on a

university campus and the family is certainly
not such.

has had little to do with this novel and evidence
a great deal’; but Sheean did not sacrifice
imagination for the presence of evidence,

neither did he let his imagination get out of
control. The book is a criterion for more of its
kind. An interesting historical novel.
—DUGLAS McCREIGHT.

Mr. Donald Coan, who, in a recent issue of
the U. D. News, declared himself at death’s
door due to the emotional stress of awaiting
this issue of the EXPONENT, must steel himself
to bear, yet a little while, the gnawing suspense
of anticipating an about-face in EXPONENT
policy. That eventuality was not made mandatory by the vote, but by the conditions laid
down in December: the EXPONENT will concede defeat only when an effective organization
is produced.

| DIDN'T
RISK A PENNY TO
TRY PRINCE ALBERT
ON THAT
MONEY-BACK OFFER
— AND | SURE
FOUND SMOKING

50

PIPE FANS, HERE’S P.A.’S GUARANTEE!
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert.
If you don’t find it the mellowest, tastiest

pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the
pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it
to us at any time within a month from this

date, and we will refund full purchase price,
plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, North Carolina

EAD Prince Albert’s moneyback offer (lower left), then try
this pipe treat, knowing that you
risk nothing. Prince Albert in your
pipe means EXTRA-MILD, FULLBODIED smoking. It’s choice tobacco — PACKED RIGHT. Prince
Albert is “crimp cut.” It burns
slower, smokes cooler, and cakes
your pipes up right. The famous
Prince Albert “no-bite” process removes harshness, assuring RICH,
RIPE TASTE without bite. Get
Prince Albert for your pipes now!

= E NATIONAL

JOY SMOKE

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in every handy
tin of Prince Albert
Copyright, 1989, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.
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Electric Ranges

_ OVER

Commercial
Refrigeration
Equipment

@ When you want to convince your
family on some important issue, do
or objections can be explained away

Water Coolers
Ice Cream Cabinets

personally and persuasively. You get

Air Conditioning

your answer immediately. ¢ Phone any

Products of

evening after 7:00 or any time on Sun-

GENERAL MOTORS
IN DAYTON

it by long distance telephone. ® Doubts

in effect. For example, you can phone:

112 miles . . 35c

260 miles . . 65c

180 miles . . 50c

300 miles . . 70c

+

day. Lowest long distance rates then are

(These are night and Sunday rates
for 3-minute calls made by number)

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10
Fidelity Building

THE OHIO BELL TELEPHONE CO.

+

Dayton, Ohio

THE SECRET of Chesterfield’s
milder better taste...the reason
why they give you more smoking pleasure... is the right
combination of the world’s best

cigarette tobaccos rolled in pure
cigarette paper... the blend
that can’t be copied.

THEY SATISFY
Copyright 1939, LiGGeTr & MYERS TOBACCO Co.

